three ways to help
you pick a share
or a fund.
(none of them requires one of these.)
With thousands of individual shares, trusts and funds on the market you either need
a pin, or some sound advice. At The Share Centre, we can help you make sense of
the markets with free advice, online research tools and straightforward trading.
3 invaluable online research tools
They’re free to use and they could prove invaluable. SharePicker profiles
individual companies as well as the performance of a wide range of shares without
requiring a Masters in Maths. FundPicker lets you do much the same with funds,
profiling fund managers and performance. ETFPicker can help make sense of
Exchange Traded Funds – a hassle-free way of tracking UK and global markets.
Free expert advice
At The Share Centre, we’ll give you all the help and advice you need. It’s worth
remembering though that the value of your investments and the income from them
can go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment.

Register at
or call

www.share.com/freepickers
0870 400 0217

The Share Centre P.O. Box 2000, Aylesbury Bucks, HP21 8ZB. The Share Centre is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority under reference 146768.

August & September 2007

I

n 2004 we moved from Hawridge to
Cholesbury – or so I thought. We realised
that our postal address would change
from Chesham, Bucks, to Cholesbury, Herts
although we had only moved a mile down
the road - and were still in Bucks.
However, the complications were not as
simple as this. I discovered that so far as
the Royal Mail was concerned we were not
living in Cholesbury, but in Buckland
Common! This is despite the sign on the
road which shows where Buckland
Common finishes and Cholesbury starts
(and our house is 100 yards into
Cholesbury).
I am told that the road sign marking the
boundary is in the wrong place and should
be at the bottom of Sandpit Hill, where the
footpath through the field leaves the road.
The boundary is the hedge on the right of
the footpath. So we are in the parish of
Buckland Common, which makes us part of
the area covered by St Leonards rather
than Cholesbury church - even though we
can hear the Cholesbury church bell from
our house.
The next thing I discovered was that far
from living on Cholesbury Lane, as the road
signs say, the Royal Mail believes that we
live on Sandpit Hill. This was another
surprise, particularly as the official address
of Sandpit Hill Cottages, which I assumed
were on Sandpit Hill, is Cholesbury Lane!
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We didn’t help ourselves by changing
the name of the house, and were unable to
discover how to get it changed on the
“official” list, which I assume is controlled
by the Royal Mail. So although I tell people
who want to find us that we live at
Oaktree Cottage, Cholesbury Lane,
Cholesbury, Bucks, the Royal Mail insists
that we live at Oaktrees, Sandpit Hill,
Buckland Common, Herts.
Soon after we moved Maureen Newall,
who has lived in the house opposite us for
a long time, told me not to worry as Frank
delivers the mail whatever combination of
addresses is used. Thanks, Frank!
I hope you enjoy this issue of Hilltop
News – the second with a temporary editor.
As you read it you will see that there has
been a lot of work put into ensuring both
village events and individual efforts were
successful, with the result that large sums
of money have been raised for both local
and national organisations. Our cover is of
Ann and John Horn at St Leonards Parish
Hall Fete – read Michael Reynold’s report to
find out the reason for John’s unusual
costume!
Graham Lincoln has volunteered to
edit the Christmas issue (the cricket season
will be over!). His telephone number is
758449 and e-mail grahamlnc@aol.com
Fletcher Nicholson 758366
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CHOLESBURY CUM ST
LEONARDS
HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY NEWS
What a year of contrasting weather this
has been! We considered tropical planting
in April, but then waded our way through
June and early July wondering if paddy
fields were more appropriate!
Nevertheless, as the weather turns dryer,
we can hope to glean something from our
beleaguered gardens, and there is still time
for some late planting. No doubt
September and October will provide yet
another meteorological twist!
Thank you to all who have braved the
elements so far this year to support events.
The plant stall at St Leonard’s fete was ably
manned as usual by Carol Delaney, with the
help of Carole Yee, and the contribution to
the overall fund raising was £150! Many
thanks to both of them for their hard
work, and to all those who contributed
plants. Our members-only visit to
Bassibones Farm was blessed with a dry
evening and our thanks go to Marilyn
Godden for allowing us to view her
delightful garden. Anyone who has the
imagination to adorn her garden arbours
with abundantly cropping redcurrants, and
who can turn an old bedstead into an
outstanding garden feature with a
‘mattress’ of box deserves great praise!
Our thanks also to those who were kind
enough to open their gardens in aid of the
Bucks Air Ambulance charity, and you can
read a report of that event elsewhere in
this edition.
The pinnacle of the Hort Soc year is fast
approaching, with the Annual Show taking
place on Saturday 1 September. Please
dig out the schedule that was delivered
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with the last issue of Hilltop News and
keep it safely. Entries should be in by the
Wednesday preceding the show in order to
allow time for entry cards to be produced
and so that sufficient space can be allowed
when we are setting up the hall. Please
continue to support the show by entering
your flowers, produce, photographic and
craft items. Anyone who does not have a
schedule can obtain one by contacting
Roseanne Vince at 11 Sandpit Hill Cottages
or by telephone on 758764.
There are still a few places available for
anyone who would like to join our coach
trip to Kew Gardens on Thursday 20
September. Please contact Diana Garner
on 758347 to book a seat. Prices are £20 for
the under 60s, with a charge of £17.50 for
older participants. Non-members will pay
an additional £1.
Finally, the AGM will take place on 9
November this year at Cholesbury Village
Hall. Make a note in your diary now to be
sure you are free to take part in what is
always an enjoyable evening!
Anne Brown 758890
Hort Soc Committee
www.cholesbury.com/hortsoc.htm

Are you looking at
your options?
If you’d like to find out about a way of…
•
•
•
•
•
•

working for yourself with flexible hours
doing something you enjoy
being with positive people
helping others & helping yourself
taking care of your health naturally
with lots of training & support
…then please give me a call.

It would be my pleasure to share a business I love with
you, so that you can see if there is something in it for you
Suitable for any age or background, whatever kind of
income you are looking for

Look forward to hearing from you…Valerie
01494 757197 or 07946 423251
Hilltop News
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THE COUNTY COUNCIL
‘Transport Matters’ is
the latest County Council
consultation with local
residents, and well it
might be. Although the
state of local roads has
improved lately there is
still a great deal of work to be done on our
rural roads before we shall be satisfied, and
I am pressing County to find the necessary
funding to provide the quality of roads we
have a right to expect. I’m sure you will
have read in the Press about the
Government’s resources equalisation
programme which takes money away from
authorities in the prosperous South East
and distributes it in Labour’s heartlands!
Whilst Gordon Brown’s honeymoon
continues, Buckinghamshire will lose at
least £3 million a year if the Government
goes ahead with proposals to change
council funding. Because of the way the
Government’s council funding formula
works, we – and many other councils in the
South East – will no longer receive extra
money to pay for specific grants such as the
Carer’s grant. Nonetheless we will still need
to provide the same level of support to our
residents and so local MPs are protesting
strongly that local services are at breaking
point.
My role at the Council has changed
dramatically, having overseen the
preparation of the outline business case for
the future management of
Buckinghamshire’s waste, I now find myself
on a steep learning curve in Adult Social
Care. Although the great majority of our
clients are older residents, half the annual
budget goes towards caring for people with
learning, physical & sensory disabilities and
mental health disorders. During the last few
days I have been trying to assess whether
people with these problems who live in our
rural community feel disadvantaged by
transport issues. By 2026 the population of
6

over 65’s in Buckinghamshire is predicted to
grow by 36% and the over 75’s by 47%, so
the provision of these services will become
increasingly challenging.
I am delighted that Nick Rose was
elected as a District Councillor , he and I
have worked closely together over the past
few years and I know he will be a popular
Member and make a substantial
contribution to Chiltern District Council.
Despite heavy rain and high winds the
countryside looks quite exquisite and our
gardens reward us with the care we invest
in them throughout the year. Many of us
will be going away on holiday in the next
two or three months and I do wish you all a
very happy and enjoyable summer! I look
forward to seeing you at local events over
the coming weeks and will meet regularly
with the Parish Council. Please let me know
if I can be of help in supporting your views
and concerns at County Council.
Tricia Birchley 01296 621138

ST LEONARDS PARISH HALL
Available for all types of events, parties
and meetings, large field, children’s play
area and convenient parking
Local organisations £5 per hour
Local private bookings & local
fundraising/events from £7 per hour
Discos & other bookings from
£9.50 per hour
Special rates available for all day
functions, weddings, camping etc.
For more details, please call the
Bookings Secretary on 01494 758341
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PARISH COUNCIL
As I mentioned in the last edition of Hilltop
News the Council has initiated the processes
leading to a Parish Appraisal. This will
involve sending a questionnaire to every
resident of the Parish, including children, to
find out what improvements or changes
could sensibly be carried out for our
continued enjoyment of the Hilltop Villages.

T

he last time a questionnaire of this
type was distributed it was in
connection with the Parish Millennium
Map and enabled the designers to include
the things that you, the public, felt were
important to the villages. This time the
emphasis is on what improvements can be
made to our quality of life.
The appraisal process will be led by a
group of volunteers, aided by the Parish
Council and Buckinghamshire Community
Action. Some of you may remember Keith
Gomme from previous fund raising exercises
within the villages. Keith, from Bucks C A, is
an expert on Parish Plans and will lend his
vast experience to the project.
It is expected that the project will
facilitate access to various grants, including
lottery money, and this may well benefit
our village halls, particularly St Leonard's
Parish Hall which is in need of funds to
build an extension to include disabled
facilities.
An initial meeting with Keith was held
last week and was well attended. The next
step will be to market the project and you
will probably see some information at
Hawridge and Cholesbury Churches’ fete. If
you would like any further information, or
have any ideas to contribute, please contact
me or a member of the Parish Council.
David Clarke
Clerk to the Council. 758567
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NATIONAL TRUST EVENTS
AT ASHRIDGE

T

he Friends of Ashridge (who exist to
raise funds to help support the selffunding Estate) are organising an
open-air theatre production by
Chapterhouse Theatre Company at
Ashridge Monument (near the visitor
centre) on Friday 24 August at 7.30pm.
This year, Chapterhouse are performing
Shakespeare’s light-hearted comedy, Much
Ado About Nothing. Bring a picnic (from
6pm) and chairs – plus appropriate weather
protection! Tickets are £12 per adult, £8
students and
children, £35 for
a family of up to
four. There is a
10% discount for
groups of 10 or
more.
You can
get more
information
and book via See
Tickets
(www.seetickets.com or 0871
2200260) or in person from Michael
Edmunds Insurance, Tring.
Three more Friends’ Gentle Strolls have
been arranged (waterproof footwear
recommended!) on the following dates:
Sunday 19 August 2.30pm Map ref. SP
971 131 - meet by the Visitor Centre on
Monument Green
Friday 21 September 10.30am Map ref.
SP 979 127 - meet at B4506 road end of
Monument Drive
Tuesday 16 October 2.30pm Map ref. SP
979 127 - meet at B4506 road end of
Monument Drive
All are welcome - no booking required £1.50 per person on the day. More
information from 01442 823727.
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WANTED
ADVERTISING MANAGER
FOR HILLTOP NEWS
Hilltop News requires someone with reasonable
computer skills to take on the job of
Advertising Manager.
Ann Horn has done this wonderfully since 2002 when our first edition
came out and is still prepared to deal with the financial side of the job.
If you think this might interest you and you are willing to help, do please
contact Ann on 758250 in order to discuss the matter further.
She will explain the time involved and will send you a job description
sheet which tells you all there is to know!
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100 CLUB WINNERS
June 2007
1st Prize £25
Miss C Coates, Buckland Common
2nd Prize £15
Mrs R Matthews, St Leonards
3rd Prize £10
Mrs JC Stevens, St Leonards
July 2007
1st Prize £15
Mr & Mrs R Charles, Buckland Common
2nd Prize £10
Mrs M Rowe, Buckland Common

D o yo u n e e d h el p wi t h
your

Maths or Physics
a t G CS E or A l e v e l ?
Experienced and Patient T utor
Competitive rates

BALLROOM DANCING
CLASSES

Call Isobel Clark 758987
email : tutoring@cholesbury.com

August 2007
1st Prize £15
Mrs P Angell, Buckland Common
2nd Prize £10
Mr & Mrs D Clarke, St Leonards
New Members always welcome, please
contact the Treasurer, Mick Mariscotti 837093

F

ollowing a very successful first term
with Carol Henry, the ballroom
dancing class had a special end of term
dance evening at the end of March and
presented Carol with gifts of orchids and
Easter eggs.
Carol Henry now has great pleasure in
announcing that the new term will start on
Thursday 20th September in St Leonards
Parish Hall. Classes are at 7.30 pm to 8.30
pm for beginners, and 8.30 pm to 9.30 pm
for those who are a little more advanced
All ages are welcome. If you are
interested please call Carol Henry on 01494
758435.

W.H.A Upholstery
RE-UPHOLSTERY SPECIALIST
IN
ANTIQUE & MODERN FURNITURE
ALSO LOOSE COVERS

Free Estimates No Obligation

01494 862821 (Day)
01628 521210 (Evenings)
21 Haleacre Workshop, Watchet Lane
Little Kingshill, Great Missenden. HP16 0DR
10
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ST LEONARDS PARISH
HALL FETE – 2ND JUNE
2007
On the Sunday before, it absolutely poured
- one-and-a-half inches with a further halfan-inch on Monday and a dreadful forecast
for the next week. So bad, that on Tuesday,
when asked what Plan B might be, John
Horn replied "We'll have to cancel". Even on
Wednesday the forecast for Saturday
suggested that it was likely to be overcast,
with rain by late afternoon.

A

s most of St. Leonards and many in
the Hilltop Villages are aware, John
and Ann Horn have been working
their combined socks off for the past twelve
months. Planning, liaising and organising,
with just a touch of, "you'll do that for me
won't you?" "Oh, yes you will!". Well - we
wouldn't wish to disappoint Ann and we
daren't refuse John.
Several gallant souls braved the rain and
delivered notices to every household in
Buckland Common and St Leonards
warning of teams coming to collect any
items available for the Big Day on Saturday.
The collection was achieved despite some
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heavy downpours (Callum Bright in only a
‘T’ shirt said he was fine – he was just back
from a ‘near drowning’ weekend at Scout
Camp and felt very tough!) - the response
was OVERWHELMING! The Hall was full to
brimming with Books, Tombola Prizes,
Draw Prizes, Bric-a-Brac, Bottles, Children’s
Toys, Games and Clothing. So many items
large and small, with promises too of Cakes
and Plants to arrive ‘on the day’. All we
can say is A HUGE THANK YOU!
In fact, it was not until 9.00 pm on
Friday evening, when picking up the Bar
supplies, that I was made aware that
everything had changed. We like the staff
at Waitrose, and the lass didn't disappoint.
"You know it is going to be sunny
tomorrow, with temperatures up to 23-25C
- have you got enough?" I am uncertain as
to what influence Ann and John have with
the weather god, but it must be something
special. The weather on Saturday was
fabulous! Clear blue skies and just a breath
of a breeze. Wow!
The Fête was opened at last but
unfortunately not by Matt Baker because
the BBC enforced his contract. Matt found
a very able substitute in Simon Thomas
who, for six years, had appeared with Matt
on Blue Peter. We are extremely grateful to
Simon for so ably stepping into the breach
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and to Nicola and baby
Luke Baker for bringing
him along.
After all our fears it
was a bumper occasion
and there were new
attractions too. The
Inflatable Slide, Ellie
Redding’s Line Dancers
and the Children’s Races
organised by Little Bears
Pre-School. The huge
attendance by a record
number of visitors tested
the gallant team on the
Car Park and completely
wiped out the ice creams and Tony’s
burgers, and the WI teas were so popular
that a major ‘cup recovery’ programme had
to be initiated to keep up with demand!
Luckily the Beer Tent didn’t run dry.
The children’s ‘Circus’ Fancy Dress did
not inspire and there were no entries.
John was therefore even more
embarrassed, having
been persuaded by
Ann to dress as
what turned out to
be a lonely clown.
We enjoyed the
sight though! The
‘new’ books
enabled the Book
Stall to reach a
massive increase in
profit over previous
years; the Dutch
Organ again
created just the
right atmosphere
with its cheerful music and the Morris
Dancers entertained in their usual happy
way. They also included anyone who
wished to have a go! Simon Thomas
summed it all up by saying that ‘It was a
delight to come out of London on such a
beautiful afternoon and enjoy a real
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country Fête’.
“Draco the Dragon”
achieved a new record,
thanks to Caroline Coates’
tireless efforts (on top of
selling 30 books of Draw
tickets!). Caroline says
that the £60.19 was
thanks in part to a
generous donation of
coins collected over the
year for the purpose by a
thoughtful sponsor. The
delighted winner of the
£5 book token was tenyear-old Jack Stay from
Bellingdon who guessed £60.12!
The Vintage Rolls Royce and Jaguar
Clubs, along with The Chiltern Vintage
Motor Cycle Club turned up in force and
provided a magnificent display of fine
vehicles. One observer mused though, that
time goes too quickly - many vehicles could
be remembered as new from the Motor
Show! Jonathan &
Callum Bright were
delighted with the
support the Dog
Show received this
year and made an
all time profit as did
the majority of the
stalls. There
seemed an amazing
number of horse
boxes at the other
end of the field and
the events went on
well into the
afternoon from
9.00am – a very successful day again due to
the professional organisation and expert
Judges. This event is a major contributor
to the final sum at the end the day and its
revival over the past two years has been
impressive.
The end result to date is a thumping
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RAIN, RAIN, GO AWAY:
AND LET US PLAY SOME
CRICKET!
As I write these notes
in early July, the rain
splashes relentlessly
upon my windows.
Unfortunately this is
not an isolated
shower. Since the start of the cricket season,
rain has featured in most of our games,
£5,800, well up on 2006 when we only just
scraped £5,000. Ann, John, you did us
proud. A big thank you from us all.
It was a really wonderful effort by all
involved including all the generous donors
including the local businesses, Chiltern
Motors, the White Lion, the Full Moon,
Chesham Fencing and Taylor’s Tools. The
village Fête is just what it says – it belongs
to the Villages and this year they made it a
GREAT ONE! There is a glimmer of light at
the end of the Hall – can it be gleaming
new sanitary ware? Only £75,000 to
go……………………………
Michael Reynolds 758548
Chairman, St Leonards Parish Hall
Management Committee
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either causing a complete washout or
interrupting proceedings.

H

awridge & Cholesbury’s Saturday First
XI (Mid Bucks League champions,
remember) started the season so well,
with a convincing win over newly promoted
Haddenham, then victories against Ballinger
and Holmer Green which put us top of the
league. Then more rain and a defeat to
Widmer End signalled a stutter, with our
batsmen struggling on sticky wickets. In our
last match, the return fixture away to
Haddenham, we were bowled out for just
49: even our Sri Lankan players can’t buy
runs at the moment. But our bowlers
sensationally came to the rescue and skittled
out the opposition for 41! What a tense
finish that was. The first team are still
handily placed near the top of the table,
although our interest in this season’s
National Village Cup ended in the regional
semi-final against a strong Bledlow Ridge.
The Saturday Second Team’s league
performances (in Division 3 of the league)
have been very encouraging, with shortage
of players now, hopefully, a thing of the
past. Former colts like Craig Hill and James
Cath are maturing rapidly: indeed, James
scored a century in the match against
Cadmore End, as did Will Saunders in the
same match to create a record partnership
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of 201.
Sundays, as ever, have been fun days with
traditional friendly village cricket followed
by, weather permitting, barbeques and
family entertainment. Mike Channer, our
social and fund-raising manager, has been
instrumental in getting families together to
enjoy the clubhouse hospitality. His three
sons, Chris, Rob and Jonathan, have all
played together in the same team: we are
wondering if this is a first for the club.
In our aim to improve the standard of
cricket for all at Hawridge, we applied to
join the Chiltern League for next season. We
feel that the teams and their grounds and
facilities in this league more closely match
our own. Two other teams applied for one
vacancy, but we came out as front runners
and were unanimously elected (14 out of 16
votes). Our stunning location (Tony Smith
even printed off an aerial view from the
internet to support our application), superb
playing surface, fine pavilion and recently
improved practice facilities were in our
favour. We look forward to this new
challenge next season, playing teams like
Taplow, Amersham Hill, Coleshill and
Chalfont St Giles. This is reward for all the
hard work done by the club members to get
the ground and facilities up to top standard,
and the players for improving their own
performances.
H&CCC have played in the Mid Bucks
League since 1993. In the first season the 1st
XI were promoted to the Premier Division
where they have been ever since. Over the
past eight seasons they have always finished
in the top five and last season, as you know,
achieved their goal of winning the league
title. We leave this league with many
memories of exciting encounters and aim to
finish this season in style.
We hope that the many colts now
practising on Thursday evenings will develop
and form the foundation of our teams in
the Chiltern League for many years to come.
However, they also have had problems with
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the weather. It has played havoc with the
colts fixture programme during June, with
over 50% of matches being called off.
However in those matches that have taken
place our up and coming cricketers have
produced some excellent performances and
more importantly have enjoyed playing in a
competitive environment, some for the first
time. Some of the cancelled games will be
rearranged, so hopefully there is plenty
more cricket to play.
We are beginning to see the fruits of our
labour with a growing number of our 14+
boys graduating to play friendly senior
cricket on Sundays and also supplementing
our second team in the league on Saturdays.
This will ensure the long term future of the
club, and it is always good to see 'home
grown talent' out on the common at the
weekends!
Our younger team at U12 level is
showing distinct signs of progress and they
are very well supported by enthusiastic
parents. We have a growing number of 6+
children turning up on Thursday evenings to
enjoy themselves and start learning the
game in a safe and fun environment.
Particular mention and thanks are due to
Neil Jones and to our Thursday night helpers
- Matt Stay, Mark 'Digger' Reading, Sue and
Guy Williams and Steve Drane - who
between them help manage the children.
Without them it would not be possible.
Let's hope for a better second half of the
season with the weather. If anyone would
like to get involved to help out with the
junior section then please ring Neil Jones on
01494 758495 or e-mail him at
neiljones04@aol.com.
Graham Lincoln 758449
Secretary, Hawridge & Cholesbury
Cricket Club
(Congratulations on getting into the Chiltern
League. It seems a long time ago - seven or
eight years? - that the common was dug up
and a decent outfield laid and seeded. Ed)
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"I HEARD IT ON THE
GRAPEVINE….."
Have you lost something around the
village? Do you want something for free?
Full results:
Open: Glen Presley;
Novice: Jack Guard
Side by Side: J Cameron;
Ladies: Pet Easton
Colts: Kay Marshall
Pool Shot: Matt Hance

TOP GUNS AT DUNDRIDGE
Top guns from throughout the Hilltop
Villages and further afield gathered at
Dundridge Manor, Buckland Common for
the annual clay shoot – and had their sights
firmly set on helping local schoolchildren
learn a little more about UK history.

A

bout 150 competitors raised about
£1,600 in aid of a fund that supports
the cost of school trips to historical
sites. Set up by three villagers, Phillip Carter
and cousins Jim and Robert Matthews, the
fund helps finance trips to British heritage
sites for local schoolchildren.
The clay shoot has been held, fittingly, at
the Dundridge clay pits for the past five
years and is becoming a key date both in
raising funds for charity and in the local
shooting calendar. Held on a glorious June
day, the 50 bird Open shoot was the best
attended so far and attracted all abilities
from novices to international Matt Hance,
whose next major event was shooting for
Great Britain in the European FITASC
Championship in France.
He was pipped into third place in a fourway shoot-out for the Dundridge Open title
and £100 first prize by aspiring England
international Glen Presley from Aylesbury
who finished Top Gun with Mark Marshall

second and former international Marcus
Walker fourth.
Fund chairman Phillip Carter said: “The
charity was formed over a pint or three in
the White Lion when we discussed a
newspaper report about history taking a
smaller role in the school curriculum. We felt
that with increasing numbers of people
from overseas coming to live in this country
it has never been more important that
children are given an understanding of
British heritage, so we decided to do
something about it.
“We resurrected the clay shoot that had
previously been held at Dundridge in aid of
the Lions Club by the manor’s then owner,
Jim’s late father Tim, to help raise funds.
Since then the charity has gone from
strength to strength and has raised several
thousands of pounds which have been used
to support and encourage Hawridge School
and other local schools go on visits to British
heritage sites and museums around the
country. We also support individual children
who find it difficult to afford to go on
school history trips”
Phillip said the shoot was enjoyed by
local villagers of all abilities who were able
to pit their skills against stars of the
shooting world. He thanked gunsmith Roger
Hance of Great Missenden who supplied the
equipment and all the local people who
helped on the day.

Or has your donkey just escaped? If so,
then you need to discover the Grapevine!

T

he Grapevine is an electronic mailing
list for local villagers to communicate
with each other quickly and on an
informal basis. It can be used to ask for
advice or recommendations, or inform
people of events, even to ask for help with
your escaped donkey! It was started in
2004 and has been serving a steadily
growing number of subscribers ever since.
Its popularity has spread mostly by word of
mouth, but now I'd like to extend an
invitation to all readers of Hilltop News to
join in and benefit from this community
resource.
To "inform, educate, and entertain" is
the aim of the BBC and in many respects
this is also what the Grapevine does - only
fuelled by our very own villagers. The
subject matter ranges from the highbrow
to the hilarious with lots of friendly banter
along the way.
Some examples of recent topics are:
• found items, including mobile phones,
digital cameras and tools
• people giving things away
• scam warnings and neighbourhood
watch announcements
• much discussion about the new speed
limits and road gritting
• the new road signs (or "Signsville" as
someone called it)
• power cuts and possible compensation
from the electricity company

• A TV company looking for families to
appear in a programme
• the fate of a magnificent Horse Chestnut
tree at Braziers End
• and who can forget the classic lost dog
collar; and the vicar's reply,
• or the plea for help with the escaped
donkey!
HOW TO JOIN
The Grapevine mailing list is easy to join,
and easy to use. If you can read an email,
then you can benefit from the Grapevine and it's free.
To join, point your internet browser to
"http://cholesbury.com/maillist.htm" and fill
in your email address. You will be sent an
email confirming you've joined – and that's
it. Once you've joined, you are eligible to
post emails to the list. Once you've posted
your email, it is sent to all of our members,
and they can read and respond to it.
Similarly, you will start to receive emails
from other members as they post them.
Don't worry about being swamped by
unwanted email as this is a fairly low
volume affair - we've had about 170 emails
in the past year. You can always
unsubscribe if you decide it isn't for you.
I'd just like to say a big thank you to all
the current members using the Grapevine,
and for contributing your thoughts,
feedback and encouragement. I look
forward to welcoming more locals in the
coming months. Please drop me a note
anytime if you have any questions about
this service.
Remember to pop along to
http://cholesbury.com/maillist.htm to sign
up, and to see the subject lines of all 300
previous messages.
Steven Clark
steven.clark@cholesbury.com
758987

Rick Waghorn 758719
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HAWRIDGE PATRONAL
FESTIVAL CONCERT
‘We hope to see you all next year’, the

HAWRIDGE AND
CHOLESBURY
CHURCHES FETE

PARTRIDGES……..
ENGLISH GREYS OR
FRENCH RED-LEGGED?

review of last year’s concert ended. Sure

The Churches Fete will be held this year at

If you are a regular walker through our

enough the school hall was full for this

Cholesbury and is as usual on the Bank

local fields, you will have come across two

year’s concert at which Iain Ledingham

Holiday Monday afternoon, August 27.

types of wild partridge – one, the

introduced two of his students, sopranos

W

traditional English (or grey) game bird

Emily Ward and Eimear Collins, as well as
young regulars Tess and Angus Ledingham,
Vanessa Li and Kenneth Brown.

A

fter Kenneth had played Fly Me To
the Moon we heard arias from Don
Giovanni and The Magic Flute and a
Schubert adagio played by Iain on the
piano. Angus, by now famous for his
humorous readings, gave us a passage from
The Tony Years by Craig Brown – an
amusing insight into how the Booker Prize
Jury operates. After two operatic arias Tess
and Vanessa performed their own
compositions, and Angus gave us Jack and
the Beanstalk from Roald Dahl’s Revolting
Rhymes.
The second half opened with an aria
from A Streetcar Named Desire by Andre
Previn and more of Tess’ and Vanessa’s own
piano and guitar compositions. Angus read
more from The Tony Years and we
discovered how Ann Widdecombe as an
agony aunt might have dealt with the
situations in which first Oedipus and then
Jack and Jill found themselves. Eimear,
who comes from Derry, sang My Lagan
Love and Danny Boy, and the concert
ended with Emily singing Gershwin’s
Summertime from Porgy and Bess, and
Someone Who’ll Watch Over Me.
Just over £700 was raised and our thanks
are due to the ‘team’, who provided the
usual excellent refreshments, and to
organisers Fran Edwards and Elizabeth
Tomlin who liaised with Iain.
Ivor Cornish
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e are again appealing for gifts
for the stalls. Please bring these
in the morning of the Fete, but
they can be accepted beforehand by the
stall holders below
Plants and Produce – Sue Fletcher
(758419) - plants, vegetables, fruit and
other gardening items.
Grand Draw – Elizabeth Tomlin (758214) prizes for the Draw – we normally have
more than 30!
Cakes – Joan Walton (758332) looks
forward to receiving the usual great variety
of cakes.
Toys – Sue Haggerty and family (757283)
hope to be overwhelmed with gifts of toys.
Bric-a-Brac – Roseanne Vince (758764)
never knows what to expect but most of it
is sold!
Crafts and Gifts – Violet Lovett and Pam
Sharpe (758796) will carefully arrange your
gifts of pottery, knitting, lace, ornaments
and all things artistic.
Books – Ivor Cornish doesn’t claim to have
read all the books but sorts them into
categories for easy browsing. If you can’t
bring your books on the day John Farmer
(758715) will keep them.
Teas – Brigid Farmer (758715) and team
will be serving teas all afternoon and will
greatly appreciate your home made cakes.
There will be a band, many sideshows, ice
creams & hot dogs for sale and teas & cakes
served all afternoon
Hilltop News

whose numbers have declined steadily
through the years and the other French (or
red-legged) bird which was introduced in
the 17th century and now regularly
imported from France.

T

he decline in the population of the
English partridge is said to be
attributable to the
loss of habitat and, in
particular, the practice of
spraying herbicides that kill
the arable weeds on which
invertebrate insects thrive.
These insects are a vital
source of protein for very
young chicks. The ‘red-leg’
is less dependent on these
insects and its more varied diet, together
with its habit of producing two clutches of
(10 to 20) eggs, makes it an easier bird to
rear. The hen bird sometimes has the most
unusual habit of laying two clutches in two
different nests – leaving the male bird to
incubate the second! In many places in the
Midlands and South of England, the redleg now outnumbers the traditional English
grey which is on the
endangered list.
Sally Reynolds is doing
her bit, as usual, to
conserve local wild life –
this time by rearing greys
for local release in
September. In May, she
bought 140 chicks that
were under a day old
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“looking like a small swarm of
bumblebees” she says. Over nine weeks she
has lost only six despite the poor weather
conditions and thanks to tender care and a
nice warm lamp. Perhaps we can cover the
release in our next issue.
The slightly larger red-leg is a very
striking bird with red beak and legs, white
encircled by black bands on the throat and
cheeks; the flanks are strongly barred with
black, white and chestnut stripes. It is very
conspicuous when seen against a plain
background but blends well with its
surroundings in the field.
Of Mediterranean origin, the red-leg
was first introduced to Britain in the 17th
century when Charles II sent his
gamekeeper to the Chateau de Chambord
in France to fetch birds for
stocking the royal parks of
Windsor and Richmond.
Today, the wild population
is impossible to estimate
because of the huge
number – at least 2 million
a year –that are reared and
released for shooting.
Articulated truck loads of
chicks arrive from France to meet an
insatiable demand for corporate ‘shoots’.
Red-legs are said to provide poorer sport
than greys because they tend to run rather
than launch themselves into the sky when
disturbed. Whilst the breeding success of
the French bird has improved, those left
over at the end of the season dwindle
during the English winter and many are
taken by grateful predators.
Few remain by the
following spring.
The red-leg may
outnumber the grey but its
flesh is considered, even by
the French, to be inferior to
that of the English bird. The
story goes that Henry IV of
France sentenced the
19

Bishop of Dijon to life imprisonment with
the command that he be fed nothing but
the local red-legged partridge. The phrase
“toujours perdrix” was coined and is still
used to mean a monotonous diet. The
bird’s major predators, the sparrow hawk
and fox are nevertheless very fond of their
perdrix!
Strictly speaking, there is another
partridge – the chukar – which, when
crossed with the red-leg, produced a bird
that was twice as prolific as the ordinary
red-leg. They quickly became popular on
shoots but it became apparent that the
hybridisation was threatening the genetic
purity of the wild stock. The release of
chukars and hybrids was therefore
prohibited in 1992.
When it comes to buying game for the
table, it is as well to heed the comments
made in a recent FT article from which I
quote:
“It is one of life’s little ironies that the
words “may contain shot”, once intended
as a warning and liable to worry nervous
diners, now serve as some kind of
guarantee that the game bird thus labelled
has known freedom, however fleetingly,
and may therefore be called wild. The truth
is that much of the so-called game sold
today has lived a life as domesticated as
that of the ordinary free range chicken. If
pheasant is labelled only as pheasant, if
partridge is called grey or red-legged with
no wild prefix, it will not have been
released from the pen to meet the guns. It
will have died a virtual prisoner, not shot
on the wing but farmed and killed in much
the same way as a chicken. This explains
why the texture and taste of so many
partridge and pheasant is so ungamey and
characterless, the effect of consuming
bland pellets and lack of exercise.”
Jim Hetherington
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PRAYER IN BRIEF
by The Revd. David Burgess
I wanted to write on prayer this month, but
was undecided how I would go about it until
today (‘today’ being the day I promised
Fletcher that I’d have the article ready…).
But three things have happened in the last
twelve hours which have helped form the
shape of the whole piece – all relevant, all
pointing in the same direction, and each in its
own way quite striking.

F

irstly, I read a story about Winston
Churchill that I’d not heard before; my
second Churchill-related story in
successive articles, I know. During World
War II one of his advisors organised a group
of people who dropped what they were
doing every night at a prescribed time for
just one minute to pray collectively for
Britain, its people and its peace.
Secondly, that story acted as an
introduction to a prayer request currently
being circulated by the Mothers’ Union in this
country about the plight of the people in
Zimbabwe. The main part was a harrowing
description given by a Zimbabwean teenager
on what life in that troubled part of the
world is like. The conclusion was a plea to
everyone reading the request (all four of our
churches have or are about to have a copy)
to pray for one minute in every day for God
to intervene in Zimbabwe’s affairs.
Thirdly, the young people’s Confirmation
group was considering prayer in this
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evening’s class, and particularly Jesus’
teaching in Matthew’s Gospel leading up to
and including the Lord’s Prayer. If I may
paraphrase… ‘Don’t show off with public
displays or long words; keep it quiet; keep it
simple; keep it brief; keep it to the point.’
In all three cases, it’s clearly the quality of
prayer that matters, not its quantity or its
length. But with quality, of course, comes
concentration. These aren’t to be casual,
throwaway prayers – the future of nations
and the effectiveness of the Kingdom of God
are at stake. Stop whatever else you’re
doing, as the first two examples say; lock
yourself away and pray, says Jesus.
Brief, simple and specific prayer can be of
enormous practical help. My thanks, for
instance, to the paramedic who drove Penny
and me to hospital back in October and later
told Penny that he was a member of a church
in Aylesbury, had worked out that I was a
minister and had been praying for me during
the drive to Casualty. If I ever find out who
he is, I’ll make sure I thank him personally.
Be reassured, then, that your 30-second
prayers at the kitchen sink or at the desk or
on the train or setting out on holiday have
merit; but make sure that during these brief
periods, that’s all you’re doing (which is why
in the car on the way to work might not be a
good idea; as a colleague once said, you may
end up making your request to God in
person!)
So do keep praying; and if you will, please
spare some time as well to commit to God
those embarking or who have recently
embarked on a new stage in their lives; our
four Confirmation candidates (Chris Young,
Derek Larmour, Madeleine Allsop and Callum
Bright), and a number of couples and
children who are being married or baptised
over the summer.
Quiet, simple, brief and to the point; it’s
an excellent recipe for change.
Yours in Christ
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ST LEONARDS
Holy Baptism
Sunday 27th May 2007 Lauren Caroline Matthews
Sunday 24th June 2007 James Ieuan Mcilwee
Sunday 15th July 2007 Christopher Paul Young (Cholesbury),
Nicola Morgan (Prestwood), Laura Chloe Borenstein (Prestwood)
Holy Matrimony
Saturday 7th July 2007 Hannah Buckley and Philip Steven Matthews
Confirmation
Sunday 15th July 2007 Madeleine Sophie Allsop, Callum Benjamin Bright
CHOLESBURY
Holy Baptism
Sunday 8th July 2007 Charles George Gardner

ST LEONARDS
A wonderfully busy summer!

D

avid baptised Lauren, daughter of
Trafford and Caroline Matthews from
Buckland Common on Sunday 27th
May and James, son of Lavinia and Laurie
Mcilwee from St Leonards on Sunday 24th
June. It was lovely to see so much support
from family and friends on each occasion as
we welcomed their children into the
Church.
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Philip and Hannah

David conducted a Marriage Blessing for
Suzanne and Robert Bourne on Saturday
9th June. The Church was filled with their
families and friends including lots of
children and the sun shone! Suzanne
looked really lovely in a dress of deep
cream silk.
Hannah Buckley and Philip Matthews
were married by David on Saturday 7th July.
It was a perfect summer day and family and
friends were in abundance! Hannah’s
mother, Ann, had worked her magic with
the flowers and the scent of lilies filled the
church. Andrew McCrorie-Shand who
played the organ, wrote the music specially
for the wedding procession and it sounded
wonderful as Hannah and Philip walked
back down the aisle into the sunshine
accompanied by their two bridesmaids,
family and friends. Hannah wore a
beautiful pale cream dress with delicate
beading.
CONFIRMATION SERVICE – On Sunday
15th July, the Right Rev Alan Wilson, Bishop
of Buckingham, confirmed ten candidates
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from Wendover Deanery including Callum
Bright and Madeleine Allsop from St
Leonards. They are both great contributors
to our Family Services and we are now
delighted to welcome them as full members
of the Church. A report on the service
appears on page 48.
The Stained Glass Window
‘Train a child in the way they should go, and
when they are old, they will not depart
from it.’ Proverbs chapter 22 verse 6.
The amazing window now in place in
the east end of the Church Room was a gift
from a parishioner in St Leonards. It was
created by Claudia d’Allessandro (nee
Phipps) who has been working on the
project both here in St Leonards with the
Sunday School (no less than twenty six of
them on a very hot day last Summer!) and
also in her studio in Sunderland.
Claudia considered this to be a very
special project as not only did she grow up
opposite the Church, she has been
christened and married in St Leonards and
was one of Virginia’s earliest
Sundayschoolers!
As everyone stood in the Church Room
on Sunday 1st July – appropriately a Sunday
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School day - Claudia spoke briefly about the
work involved before David consecrated the
window in a simple prayer. It is really
beautiful and we would be delighted to
show it off to anyone who is interested!
The Church was full and we all gathered
outside for a glass of wine after the
Communion Service to celebrate this very
special occasion. This was followed by our
Family BBQ – cooked superbly by Callum
Bright and George Ogden! We were
granted about two hours of dry weather
and it was great fun.
You can read Claudia’s account of the
Stained Glass Window in this edition of HN.
GOOD AS NEW SALE! This is to be held
on Saturday 8th September in St
Leonards Village Hall between 10am and 1
o’clock. It is for clothes (including hats,
shoes, jewellery and bags) only – men’s,
women’s and children’s - and we would
appreciate anything that you think we
could sell! Clothes can be delivered directly
to the Village Hall from 3pm on Friday 7th
or please contact Anne Butterworth 758700
or Ann Horn 758250 to arrange collection.
If you could spare some time to help sort
the clothes on Friday afternoon or to sell
them on Saturday morning, please let us
know. We would be most grateful.
HARVEST – Our Harvest Festival is to
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be held on Sunday 16th September at
6pm. This will be combined with our
Family Service and you are warmly invited
to join us for supper afterwards in the
Village Hall – about 7 o’clock. We are
always delighted if local families with
children can join us for supper and because
of school the next day, you are allowed to
escape before the auction of produce!

HAWRIDGE

O

ur Patronal Concert held on Friday
22nd June raised the wonderful
amount of £704 towards church

funds.
The audience was thrilled with Iain
Ledingham’s choice of music and soloists!
This was followed by a delicious buffet
supper with wine. Thank you to all of you
who helped on the evening.
Harvest Festival – Sunday 23rd
September – Held jointly with Cholesbury
as usual – is at St Mary’s Church Hawridge
at 10.45am. The Harvest Supper is at 5.30
for 6pm in the School and you are all most
welcome to join us. Tickets are £4 for
adults; £2.50 for children over 5. Children
under five are free!

CHOLESBURY

D

avid’s first service at Cholesbury
following his return to work was the
Pets’ Service. The rain ensured we
were inside this year and consequently the
pony had to stay in its stable! The dogs
were well behaved and were led to the
altar by their families for blessing. It was
good to hear David’s guitar again at a
Family Service and Louisa’s solo was a
pleasure!
We are delighted that Chris Young is
now confirmed into the Church following
the service on 15th July at St Leonards led
by the Right Rev Alan Wilson, Bishop of
Buckingham. Chris has been a regular and
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Gary and Hannah Gardner with Charles

committed member of our congregation for
some time. He has joined the reading rota
and is a great supporter of Church events.
Chris will now share the Eucharist with the
full members of the Church.
Two babies have been baptised into the
Church at Cholesbury. On 20th May, James
and Lucy Morris from Buckland Common
brought Benjamin who was baptised by
Ivor. Gary and Hannah Gardner returned to
the church where they were married and
brought Charles on 8th July to be baptised
by David. In a summer of wet weekends
both christenings enjoyed warm sunshine.
In July we are introducing Gift Aid for
Church collections. Cholesbury’s finances are
struggling seriously as our costs have
increased and we have lost the income from
the High IQ concerts since Ian and Quentin
moved away. Wendy Hutson has
investigated the Gift Aid system and we
now have Forms and envelopes. The Form is
straightforward and just needs to be filled
in once. The PCC would be most grateful if
those attending services use the envelopes
provided. This, of course, will enable us to
claim money back from the taxman.
The Churches’ Fete will be held on
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Bank Holiday Monday 27th August and
this year it’s to be at Cholesbury. We do
need your help to stock various stalls such
as plants and cakes and you can find out
more about it elsewhere in this issue. We
hope as many people as possible will come
along to support us.
Cholesbury and Hawridge will, as usual,
share Harvest Festival and the service,
supper and auction will be at Hawridge
this year on Sunday 23rd September. The
extraordinary weather has so far brought us
exceptional roses and good crops of soft
fruit. There is, of course, more weather and
the harvest to come before September.
On Sunday 30th September
Cholesbury will hold the Four Parishes
service of Holy Communion at 10.45am.
Our speaker will be George Rivas who is the
area organiser for the Shoebox Appeal. This
is one of Cholesbury’s charities and it
enables us to help collect Christmas gifts for
underprivileged children in countries where
there is deprivation.

ROSEANN WATTS
WEDDING

R

oseann Watts, middle daughter of the
late Bert and Avis Watts, married
Philip Vince on Friday 29 June. The
marriage took place at The Rose and
Crown, Tring and the couple were joined
by friends and family for the celebration of
their marriage, followed by an evening
reception.
Bert Watts farmed Milesfield Farm at St
Leonards for most of his life, and Roseann,
who has continued to live in the villages, is
an active member of both the Horticultural
Society and Cholesbury Village Hall
committee. Philip has been a regular
visitor to Cholesbury from Knebworth for
the last five years, and is looking forward
to being part of the community.
Roseann and Phil wish to thank
everybody for their generous gifts and kind
words and best wishes for the future.
Di Garner 758347
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CHOLESBURY
WATERCOLOUR
WORKSHOP

TEA PARTIES
ST LEONARDS CHURCH
ROOM

C

W

holesbury Watercolour Workshop will
be holding its annual exhibition at
the Village Hall on Saturday, 1
September from 10 am to 6 pm. This is
the same day as the Horticultural Society
show. Donations and commissions on sales
will be given to the Iain Rennie Hospice at
Home.
The Workshop starts its autumn term on
Thursday, 30 August at 7.00 pm to 9.30
pm and new members are welcome. We
are currently continuing without a tutor,
helping one another, as Keith Richmond,
our much loved tutor, has moved to
Sleaford. His gentle, expert instruction has
helped us all for many years. Keith is much
missed by all members and we wish him
well in his new home.
You would be most welcome if you
would like to drop in on any Thursday to
see if it would suit you.
Ron Evens 758446
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e continue to meet regularly on
the fourth Wednesday of each
month from 3 until 4.30 pm and
look forward to seeing as many of you as
possible on Wednesday 22nd August and
again on Wednesday 26th September.
Whether you are a ‘regular’ or just thinking
about it, do come and join us! We are
always delighted to come and collect you
and take you home.
We were delighted to read in the
Summer edition of Doorstep, the Iain
Rennie Hospice at Home Newsletter, about
how much our small contribution of £72
meant to the Charity. This amount is made
up from voluntary contributions given at
the end of the tea parties.
Anne Lake 01296 620169
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY COMMONS
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
Summer Party - 7th July

A

fter what seemed like weeks of rain
and miserable weather, it was a
huge relief when the sun broke
through on the morning of the Summer
Party and an even greater relief that,
despite some intermittent, dark clouds, it
remained warm and sunny throughout the
evening. This contributed enormously to a
very relaxed and happy party. Hawridge
Place again proved a wonderful setting for
the event and Eric and Carys Gadsden,
charming and friendly hosts. An innovation
for us was to have live music, performed by
Paul Nicholson and his Cholesbury Swing
Quintet, which everyone agreed was a
great success.
Once again we had tremendous support
from our sponsors listed below, who helped
in a variety of ways such as providing the
hog; the bouncy slide; catering marquees;
relaxing music; raffle prizes; floral table
settings; cream; as well as financial and
practical support. We were particularly
grateful to MT Loos for managing to
provide toilets on such a busy weekend.

Bellingdon End
Farm Shop
George Brown’s
Chesham Marquees

G and MB Manning
HG Matthews
MT Loos

Chiltern Motors

Paul Nicholson and
his band

The Full Moon

Ellie Redding

David Hawkes

The Rose and Crown

H&C Cricket Club

Savill’s

LRG Insurance
(Commercial)

Taylors Tools
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Many members also helped by planning
the event - providing a huge variety of
salads, quiches and desserts whilst others
hefted tables or crockery, served food or
drinks, washed up ad infinitum etc. etc. – a
huge amount of work, but greatly
appreciated by the guests.
TO ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE HELPED IN
ANY WAY – OUR HEARTFELT THANKS.
All of the proceeds from the party will
go to helping keep up the work on the
Commons, some of which Isobel describes
below.
Grassland and Paths
You have probably noticed that paths to
the north of Horseblock Lane were cut
about a month ago. This was done by Jef
Bell, who very kindly has volunteered for a
number of years to look after those paths.
The paths to the south of Horseblock Lane
are cut by the Society. Until early July, the
tractor was out of action due to brake
failure and the weather also meant that we
could not drive on the Common without
tearing up the turf. Hopefully, by now the
weather has improved and we will have cut
all the paths, a few glades and the area
opposite the school.
Over the last five or six years we have
been trying to restore the open areas of
acid grassland and remnant heath. To do
this we have cut and collected grass and
bracken from any areas large enough to
enable our contractor’s equipment to
operate. This has the effect of reducing
the nutrient levels in the soil, thereby
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encouraging finer grasses and herbs to
flourish while discouraging the coarser
grasses. In addition we have been rolling
the areas which have bracken, to crush the
stems and weaken the rhizomes from
which they grow. The effect of these two
regimes is very noticeable – you can see
how tall the bracken used to be from the
untouched bracken growing round the
trees and woodland edges, compared to
the bracken in the centre of the open
areas. You may also have noticed that the
grass species have changed from being very
coarse to finer ones including wavy-hair
grass. In addition there are more
flowering herbs growing in the open areas.
Heath bedstraw, tormentil and sorrels are
all found on the acid soil.
Lowland acid grassland is becoming
increasingly rare within Buckinghamshire as
management practices have altered.
Bracken – bramble underscrub, can arise as
the result of colonisation of acid
grasslands. Characteristic of moderately to
strongly acid, free draining soils, holly bramble scrub also colonises a range of
acid grasslands. Our Commons are typical
of the Chilterns in that they occur on the
clay/gravel topped plateau. They would
once have comprised a mosaic of heath,
acid grassland and scattered scrub,
maintained by a combination of grazing
livestock, burning and cutting by
commoners. Formerly more extensive,
these open areas are now subject to
colonisation by bracken and invading trees
and gorse.
You may have seen us - or even joined
us - during the winter when we attempt to
control the scrub which is encroaching on
the open grassland areas. Last year we
pushed the edge of the woodland, near
the cricket pitch, back a short distance.
During the coming winter we are
considering pushing back the blackthorn
edge opposite the Full Moon, which has
grown from 5m wide to about 20m wide
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over the last couple of decades. As time
goes on we hope to at least maintain the
open areas and possibly open up more of
them.
Hawridge and Cholesbury Commons are
designated as Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation (SINC) partly because
of the acid grassland and remnant heath
found here. SINCs are one step down
from Sites of Special Scientific Interest and
this is the main reason for managing the
open areas in the way we do.
Pallett’s Pond
In recent weeks some gold coloured fish
have been spotted in the pond. We
suspect these have been added by someone
clearing out their pond or fish tank.
Please remember that there is a delicate
balance between the various life forms in
the pond and the addition of such high
level predators can upset this balance.
You also may have noticed over the
"summer" that the duckweed mentioned
at the end of last year has, as predicted,
spread all around the pond and now covers
large areas of it. It is for this reason that
we request that nothing be placed in the
pond. Once introduced, we cannot
remove it effectively.
Butterfly Walk
Unfortunately, the wet weather in June
meant that we had to postpone our
butterfly walk with David Dennis.
However, David has kindly agreed to reschedule the walk for Sunday 12th
August, meeting opposite the Full Moon
at 2pm. David suggests that you bring
binoculars and he hopes to have some
charts for sale again. These are excellent
since they show all of the butterflies which
you are likely to see around here and are a
handy reference for use around the garden
or on walks on the Commons. Hopefully,
we will have better weather next time!
Lindsay Griffin (Chairman)
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PUB NEWS
The Rose and Crown on the edge of the
village is fast becoming ‘the’ place to
mention. The Mid Chiltern Branch of
CAMRA have followed up its 2006 award of
Most Improved Pub of the Year by voting it
PUB OF THE YEAR 2007. This is an award
voted for by the 300 plus members of the
branch from its 250 pubs in the branch
area. The competition is fierce and the
Kings Arms at Tring has won it for the last
five years in a row, so for a new landlord
to win it is a considerable feat in itself.

T

he secret of the beer is that it is
sourced locally from Tring Brewery in
Akeman Street. This brewery has
been in production for 15 years. It was
started by Richard Shardlow and Kerr Hill
in 1992 and now with Andrew Jackson on
board they are brewing to full capacity and
hoping to expand. All their beers are
named after local Hertfordshire folk
legends and sayings. Permanently on the
bar is Side Pocket for a Toad: this is a local
saying for something that is obviously
completely useless. Then there is Colley’s
Dog: this comes from a tale of a muchmaligned family who were killed after they
were thought to be witches. The man who
organised the witch-hunt, a Mr Thomas
Colley, had a dog and after he himself was
hanged, a large black dog was often seen
near the gibbet site. Another is Jack O
Legs: he was a Hertfordshire giant who was
the equivalent of Robin Hood. When local
tradesmen did away with him his last wish
was to be buried where his last arrow fell.
Mother Haggys Summer Ale: She was a
witch from St. Albans who took on forms
such as cats and dogs in ghostly
apparitions. Tring’s other legendary beer is
Death or Glory, a very strong ale brewed in
late October to commemorate the Charge
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of the Light Brigade at the Battle of
Balaclava and the 17th/21st Lancers, Kerr
Hill’s old regiment. Other beers with
legends include Aldbury Alchemist, Ghostly
Knight and Pelham Dragon.
The pub’s other source of beer is from
the DAYLA wholesalers based in Aylesbury,
established in 1851 as North & Randall,
which has gone from being a small mineral
water manufacturer to a leading name in
wholesale drinks. They are a family
company now into the third generation of
the Cooper Family, who pride themselves in
their independence. They have 1500 items
available on their portfolio and, being
members of CAMRA, help supply the beer
for many Beer Fests.
The food is also, as far as possible,
locally sourced by Sandra, with meat being
supplied by P.S. Tilbury Ltd. of Aylesbury
and fresh fish from Lee Hitchcock in
Buckland Common.
The pub is now a complete home from
home experience with delicious meals, real
ales, Belgian beers, farmhouse cider, perry
and good wines, plus a full range of other
drinks readily available, encouraging it to
be a regular meeting place for local
societies and groups.
Peter and Sandra have just hosted their
third Beer Festival. With fifteen different
ales, two ciders and two perry along with
locally sourced sausages and pies, plus two
live bands, this most recent event was a big
success.
It just goes to prove that hard work,
perseverance and a passion for what you
produce does pay dividends in the end.
Bill Ingram 758258
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BUCKLAND WOOD TO
DANCERS END PIPELINE
It was some months before Christmas that
Thames Water informed me that a new
pipe line was to be put in across our
paddocks. I wasn't over the moon about
this project but assumed it would only
involve a small trench along the hedge line
(I always have been an optimist).

I

was distraught when a few days before
Christmas the proposed plans came in the
post. I put them away in a drawer to
forget about it, but eventually had to face
reality and looked at the plans. I couldn't
believe what a big project it would be.
Thames Water required 20 metres right
across the paddocks going straight over the
drive and worst of all across our manège.
There was a problem with Grims Ditch
which is on the boundary of our property,
as it has ancient monument status and
cannot be excavated at all. So they said
they would tunnel under it.
We had several meetings on site with
the construction company (Dean and
Dyball) who are working for Thames Water.
Fortunately I had the support of my two
sons-in law Martin and Billy who attended
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the meetings and managed to reduce the
20 metres area to 15 metres across some of
the land and ironed out a few other
problems. The first hint of disruption
started at the end of March when they
stripped some of the hedges out and put
up temporary fencing.
Work commenced in earnest on the 13th
June. Fencing contractors very quickly
fenced off the paddocks and enormous
diggers and lorries removed large
quantities of earth and took up the
surfaces on the manège and the drive.
Luckily they in filled the drive reasonably
quickly so we were not cut off for long.
Work has also started on the Grims Ditch
section now. It is an amazing undertaking.
A large hole of five metres deep shored up
with metal has appeared but there is a lot
more to do. I'm sure most of the village
could hear the continuous banging of the
metal being knocked in the ground.
I am hopeful that the work will be
largely finished by the end of July. On the
positive side I have to say that Dean and
Dyball Construction are very professional
and have left things tidy and have
minimised the inconvenience. Hopefully by
June next year we won't even know that it
ever happened.
Mavis Brazil 758533
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LONDON TO OXFORD
BY BIKE

steep hill!) Some people walked up but
Karen and friends pedalled hard and
reached the top.
The heavens had opened several times
by now and the girls had given up putting
on/taking off their waterproofs. They
continued, now on flatter roads, passing
Chalgrove and eventually into Oxford. They
cycled through the centre and crossed the
finish line near the Ice Rink, 62 miles later,
at 2.30pm.
The sun was now shining and the band
was playing. Everyone had smiles on their
faces despite being extremely tired. Within
half an hour the girls had found a very nice
restaurant where they enjoyed large bowls
of pasta and salad AND equally large
glasses of wine (and water of course!).
They thoroughly enjoyed the day and
had a laugh along the way, raising
between them over £1,000 for CLIC
Sargent. If you would like to contribute to
this wonderful Charity, please telephone
Karen.
Karen Quilter 758280

On 1st July Karen Quilter and three of her
local friends (Paula Hurd, Anna Thubron
and Anna Loder) took part in the London
to Oxford Bike event, raising funds for the
CLIC Sargent Charity.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH

J

T

une was a busy month, starting with
the St Leonards Fete and Horse Show
where members were involved with
many of the activities and continuing with
other WI events organised by the county
federation. At the monthly meeting on
June 18th the Curvaceous Cook prepared a
selection of Rolls, Wraps and Roulades and
these were then put to the test in a tasting
session, to universal approval. Two days
later the Ramble took place on a pleasant,
and luckily dry, evening and concluded
with an excellent supper in Cholesbury
Village Hall. The choice of so many
delicious puddings was cause for many of
us to enjoy seconds.
July is our birthday month and a visit to
Pitstone Museum has been arranged for
August. In September the autumn
programme begins on Monday,
September 17th with “Egyptian Dance”,
to be followed in October by the Annual
Meeting where there will be a Bring and
Buy Stall.
Visitors are welcome to join our monthly
meetings which are held on the third
Monday of each month in St Leonards
Parish Hall. Even better, why not join the
WI? It’s not all “Jam and Jerusalem”!!

he latest issue of
Buckinghamshire
Watch News came
out in June 2007 and
records that this year is the
25th anniversary of
Neighbourhood Watch in the UK. There
are now some 170,000 Neighbourhood
Watch groups, covering approximately 6
million households, making it the largest
voluntary community movement in the UK.
The News contains an article about
internet safety for young people. The
Child Exploitation and Online Protection
Centre has a programme which focuses on
online safety. It is called ThinkuKnow and
instances of inappropriate online contact
can be reported at
http://www.thinkuknow.net.
Amersham Watch Office can be
contacted on 01494 736642 and the
website is
www.tvpcommunitymessaging.org.
Shirley Blomfield 758314

Carol Henry can give you more
information, give her a ring on 758435.

E

very 48 hours, 10 children are
diagnosed with cancer or leukaemia
and CLIC Sargent acts as a lifeline
keeping families together when the
unimaginable happens. They also provide
clinical, psychosocial, emotional and
financial support to those children and
their families.
Karen and her friends crossed the start
line at 9am in cloud and light rain. They
headed off from London towards Iver,
through Stoke Poges, down to Cookham,
on to Frieth and up to Christmas Common
(where there was a particularly long and
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CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST
LEONARDS W.I.
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THE MOONWALK

O

HAWRIDGE AND
CHOLESBURY SCHOOL
Carnival fever…

W

ell, despite the horrendous wet
weather on the day, our
dedicated carnival team went
ahead and did us proud ! The theme of
this year’s event was ”Countries” and we
were delighted when our beautiful
Japanese-themed float brought us in at
joint second place. Standing elegantly
around a gleaming pagoda we had an
emperor, samurai warriors and a clutch of

beautiful Japanese ladies all holding
lanterns and waving earnestly. Both
children and adults had put SO much work
in to this and it really showed. Thanks to
all of you and also to Philip Matthews who
kindly loaned the vehicles and Richard
Newman who drove. It really was a
fantastic effort all round and, despite the
downpours, nobody’s spirits were
dampened for a moment !
No sooner had we put away our
Japanese flags when we found we had
been invaded by “strange” beasts in the
school……an ‘interesting’ combination of
snakes, tarantulas and rabbits visited the
children for some “hands on” activities.
Both pupils and animals seemed very
confident in each other’s company. The
reception children we’re particularly keen
on using the snake as a scarf it seems. We
were joined for part of the time by Little
Bears playgroup who shared in all the
exciting games.
So, despite the fast approach of the end
of yet another school year, we’re still
looking forward to our sports day, a family
bbq, a leaving ceremony for our oldest
pupils, etc. etc. It’s as busy here as ever but
don’t worry, we’ll all be back in September
(to do it all over again).
Kay Bass
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n Saturday May 19th, at about
11pm, the three Joseph girls (mum
Judy, Georgia aged 18 and Freya
aged 16) could be found waiting amongst
16,000 other bra-clad women (and men),
ready to start the Playtex Moonwalk: a
marathon carried out through the streets
of London during the night. Although it
may sound radical and a little dangerous,
the Moonwalk has been running for 10
years raising millions from sponsorship
money and fundraisers for charities
including Cancer Care and Breast Cancer
Research - hence the unconventional attire.
Since 1997, when the scheme began with
just 13 power walkers, it has grown rapidly,
raising over £20 million during this period.
We decided to walk The Walk because
of the more personal way it helps with the
devastation sufferers face. This year it is
aiming to supply hospitals with scalpfreezers to prevent hair loss during
chemotherapy - an invention that may not
lead to a cure, but certainly relieves a
victim of one of the horrors of the
treatment.
At around 10pm, we arrived at the ‘pink
village’, a very tasteful, fuchsia marquee
which was full of motivating live music,
energy enriched food, and a sea of scantily
dressed women. By 11 we were at the
starting gate in the ‘fast group’; a
reflection of our wanting to get started
early, not on our walking ability. Soon we
were off.
The first three miles flew by in a whirl of
high spirits and loud music. Smiling
attendants shouted encouragement and
drivers heckled from their cars. Even the
portable toilets weren’t too disgusting
during the first stretch. With the beauty of
the city at night, the adrenalin and the
smiling faces, I quickly settled in to
believing the 23 miles I had ahead of me
wouldn’t be too challenging either.
This opinion was corrected at about 10
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miles, when, during the small hours of the
morning, the cold of the night and the
desire to be asleep took over. It got
progressively worse as we neared the
halfway point, when all the ‘clever’ walkers
swerved off on a different path to finish
their walk and go to bed. As full-marathon
walkers, we began the second 13 miles of
our journey, with resentful mutterings of ‘I
don’t know why I’m doing this’ heard all
around.
After a steep drop in morale around the
18 mile point, we were greeted by orange
slices and water bottles, a much needed
push that helped us reach the final stretch.
By now the sun was coming up, and
although half our team were about a mile
ahead of us, it became easier.
In the end, we arrived in Hyde Park (a
deceptive distance from the finish line) and
met the crowds and - at last! - the end of
the route in just under eight hours. Not
exactly record breaking, but still, we were
all very pleased with ourselves. With a
large medal and very sore muscles, we
returned home, marathon walkers.
Freya Joseph
(The Josephs raised a remarkable £2200
from their efforts – if anyone wants to add
to this please ring Judy on 758702. Ed)
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STAINED GLASS
WINDOW FOR
ST. LEONARDS
CHURCH ROOM
Designed and made by Claudia
Phipps 2006-07
‘Train a child in the way they
should go, and when they are old,
they will not depart from it’ –
Proverbs Chapter 22 verse 6.

W

hen I was asked to
design a window for the
new church room, I was
delighted; after all, my personal
journey towards my career in
stained glass began here at St.
Leonards. I was still at school
when I became inspired by stained
glass, and decided that I wanted
to learn how to make it. I could
see endless scope for expression
using this unique medium, which
relies entirely on the changing
qualities of light for its power of
expression.
I began, as with any new
project, discussing the possibilities
for the piece with some of the
people who live here and it was David
Burgess who suggested using the above
quotation from Proverbs as a starting point.
My initial design research simply involved
going for several enjoyable walks around
the village, and taking photographs along
the way. I worked on three alternative
design ideas. These started as sketches,
before being developed using Photoshop
on the computer.
The chosen design was based on the
form of a Cross through the centre, through
which a curved shape winds and curves up
towards the top. I used the lead structure
to inform the Cross form, and the ladder,
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which climbs up through the centre of the
design. Small vibrant red areas represent
the five wounds of Christ, and the path
itself could be interpreted as a body.
Equally it could be a pathway, or a plant
growing up towards the light. I don’t
intend the imagery to be immediately
obvious, but rather all to suggest different
things to different people.
My main objective was to include the
children from the Sunday School in the
process since they were the people who
would primarily be using the room. I
suggested that we run a workshop to
create imagery that would be superimposed
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onto the design. I then drew
the design to full scale, leaving
the sections of coloured glass
blank, ready for imagery to be
developed during our day
together.
The day began with a trip
to Dundridge Woods where
we collected leaves, flowers,
bark and stones which we
pressed into clay for me to
cast from, back at my studio in
Sunderland.
The process of making
stained glass hasn’t really
changed a great deal since
medieval times. However, I
did use some techniques which
wouldn’t have been available
to a medieval glazier. The
two ways I used to transfer
the imagery to the glass were
engraving and slumping.
Engraving involves a lathe
with a diamond impregnated
wheel which cuts into the
surface of the glass, allowing a
design to be ‘drawn’ into the
surface. Slumping means
putting the glass in a kiln, and
melting it over a form. This is
where the clay impressions
came in. I cast the clay in
plaster, and cut the glass to
the right shapes. These were
laid over the plaster former,
and when heated, the glass
melted down to take on the form of the
plaster. In this way the marks that the
children had created in the clay were
translated exactly into the glass. If you
look closely, you will spot ears of corn, pine
cones, flowers, leaves, bark and even a
foot!
Once all the imagery was engraved and
slumped on the surfaces of the coloured
glass pieces, they had to be joined together
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with lead. The pieces are laid
out on a bench, and the lead
is fitted around each piece to
follow the curves of the glass.
It is all held together with
horse shoe nails. Once
everything is in place, the lead
is soldered at each join on
both sides. Finally the lead is
sealed with putty underneath.
It is cleaned and polished and
then is ready to be installed.
One of the most difficult
things about making stained
glass is imagining how it will
look in situ. Computers are a
great help, as an image can
be superimposed over a
photograph, which can give
an idea. However, it is the
quality of the light which
plays an important part in
how the glass will look. The
light in Sunderland is very
different, and there is always
the concern that it won’t be
quite right. The way the work
interacts with the
surroundings is equally
important. The trees outside
the building affect the colours
and areas of light and shade.
This will change with the
seasons. The existing
windows also affect how the
glass looks. I tried to ease the
work in, by using a thick lead
for the central cross, which echoes the very
dominant frames of the small panes in the
surrounding windows.
The panels were installed by Peter
Fletcher of Chesham Glass. He was really
supportive, and very confident handling the
glass. After getting it from Sunderland to
St. Leonards in one piece, I was terrified of
breaking something in the installation.
However, Peter was very calm, and we got
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OPEN GARDENS AT
BUCKLAND COMMON
On Sunday 24th June the Horticultural
Society hosted the Open Gardens
afternoon at Buckland Common to support
the work of the Chiltern Air Ambulance.
There have been three rescues in the area
over the past year and it is good to know
an injured person can be airlifted speedily
to hospital.

I

the panels in place without a hitch.
It is always a strange feeling when a
commission is finished and installed. When
it is in the workshop, I have such a close
relationship to the work. I think about it,
dream about it, and it is a big part of my
life. When it is installed, it is the time to
say goodbye, and leave the piece to its new
life. In this case however, I’ll be able to
come and see the window whenever I come
to St. Leonards. I hope that everybody who
uses the church room enjoys the glass, and
that it will enhance the space for years to
come.
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MOBILE LIBRARY

I

’m not sure everyone knows that a
mobile library visits us on alternate
Mondays. It stops for 30 minutes outside
Cholesbury Village Hall at 11.35, for 15
minutes outside the Row (opposite
Horseblock Lane) in Hawridge at 12.10, and
for 25 minutes at Coppice Farm Park in St
Leonards at 12.40.
Next visits are on August 6th & 20th,
and September 3rd & 17th.

n spite of very threatening weather and
dark clouds the rain held off and we had
plenty of visitors at the event. With some
generous donations nearly £1000 was
raised for the Air Ambulance. There were
six gardens to visit and our thanks go to
the owners who had been working hard to
present the gardens in all their glory.
Ellie Redding and George and Madeline
Finlay showed just how much you can pack
into their small gardens in Bottom Road.
Jenny and Kim Walker at the Boot
House have been creating a new garden
which aroused a lot of interest to see how
it is developing.
Liz and Charles Firth at Little Orchard
have a cottage garden with a big accent on
flowerpots - filled and unfilled!
Laura Moore in Broomstick Lane has
another much cherished and flower filled
cottage garden.
Carol and David Delaney at the
Thatched Cottage deserve special thanks as
not only did they open their garden, which
acted as H.Q. for the afternoon with the
tombola and teas, but Carol organised the
whole event on behalf of the Society.
Liz Firth 758631
(Laura Moore’s garden is even more
amazing to those of us who know her age
– and she will tell you what it is if you ask
her! Ed)

Fletcher Nicholson
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WEATHER AND NATURE
NOTES

I

start this month’s notes with a maths
question. What is the next number in the
following sequence: 91: 85: 45: 1: 149: 74 ?
Not even Stephen Hawking could answer
this at the time of writing, but by the time
you read this it will be no longer a mystery.
They are the monthly rainfall figures in mm
that fell chez nous in each month this year
and the next number will be the July total.
The media would have you believe the
unpredictable weather we are experiencing
this year, reflected in these rainfall stats,
and the floods in various parts of Britain
provide a trite explanation that global
warming is suddenly taking a grip. Well I’m
sorry to disappoint these ill-informed hacks,
but the amount of rain this year is not the
only reason for the floods. It is more to do
with the rain last year, not this, raising the
water table; exacerbated by houses being
built on flood plains without sufficient
thought being given to loss of run-off
areas, sewers and flood relief schemes.
Thankfully, in the Chilterns the height
above the surrounding areas and the chalk
geology provide a natural drainage system
or we too could be seeing water lapping at
our doorsteps. What surely is an indicator
of climate change (or maybe just plain
insanity) has been the depositing of neat
little piles of road salt on 29th June by the
County Council! Beware - an artic winter is
clearly imminent.
One of the last birds we have seen
fledging this year has been a family of Jays.
Like their cousins the magpies and crows
they’re not inconspicuous and their
intimidating behaviour and habit of
robbing nests causes other birds to be on
edge. Their Latin name is Garrulus
glandarius, which says it all. The first of
these two words coined by Linnaeus was
derived from the fashion to keep the bird
as a pet due to their ability to mimic
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everything from cats and lambs to
cockerels and even the sound of a saw. The
second word refers to the acorns, which
they have a habit of secreting away in
September for consumption over the foodstarved winter months. Jays are
mischievous but clever birds and possess an
excellent special memory, using landmarks
in the woodland to locate the acorns they
secreted away three months earlier. No one
is infallible and the acorns that survive the
recovery programme contribute to the
successful dispersal of oak trees through
Chiltern woodlands.
Another intelligent bird is the
sparrowhawk. The abundant smaller birds
start to feed on the insects that congregate
on ripening fruit, including many of the
wild bees collecting sugars to feed syrup to
the larvae. The ‘hawk stakes out a likely
patch and waits for its chance to swoop.
Meanwhile another potential prey tries
to be overlooked. The harvest mouse, our
smallest rodent, weighs in at no more than
a 20p piece. Uniquely in Britain it has a
prehensile tail and can balance on a stalk
of grass. Its signature habitat, as described
by Gilbert White who first recorded them
in fields around Selbourne in Hampshire, is
a cereal crop where it makes a tennis ballsized nest below the thick canopy of the
ripening seed. More and more these
miniatures of the mammal clan are finding
richer pickings on motorway embankments.
All this talk of water is an opportunity
to encourage a closer look at the many
ponds around that make an important
contribution to the ecology of the area. We
owe the existence of local ponds to two
main factors, one natural and one due to
man’s influence. Despite the prevalence of
chalk we owe the abundance of small
ponds in the area (I can immediately think
of a dozen or so) to pockets of clay
overlaying the chalk - the same clay that
supports brick making, past and present.
But think also where the ponds are to be
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found, as this is a clue to their survival
today. Most are adjacent to roads and if
not originally dug or enlarged for the
purpose would have been the source of
water for livestock, cows, sheep and horses.
A photo from the early part of 20th
century of Pallett’s Pond on Cholesbury
Common, beside the road to Wigginton,
clearly shows the track made by animals as
they walked into or through the pond.
There must be dozens more, natural and
man-made, in gardens and fields.
Over the past 100 years 1m ponds (75%
of the total) have been lost in the UK so
those that remain, plus those that have
been created, are crucial for the 60% of
British wildlife that rely on fresh water for
survival. Look out for pond skaters and
whirligig beetles, both good indicators of a
healthy pond. Skaters use their middle pair
of legs to propel them across the water
surface, staying afloat thanks to thousands
of tiny hairs on the base of their feet. From
June onwards this year’s frogs and toads
have been leaving ponds to re-appear
almost anywhere which is damp; whilst in
transition they make easy prey for the early
morning grey heron. The distinguishing
features of these amphibians are the
smooth skin of frogs compared to warty
skin of toads; frogs have two ridges along
their backs whilst toads backs are flattened.
Toads walk while frogs tend to hop.
There are three species of newts in the
UK; Great-crested, Palmate and Smooth. In
their early stages they are known as efts.
During summer months they feed
voraciously before leaving the water in
October to hibernate. Common sights
overhead are the Blue-tailed and Blue
damsel flies as well as the Banded
damoiselle with its characteristic flight
showing off its black wing bands.
There are 33 native British trees
(excludes imported and hybrid trees). Of
these I suspect around 20-23 will be found
in this part of the Chilterns (at least 19 can
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be found on the Commons). Some of the
rarer and more unusual for the area to
look out for are Black Poplar, Large-leaved
Lime, Wych elm. It will be interesting to see
how they fare this Autumn but given the
high water-table there could well be a
grand display.
As always please do send me your
observations and questions.
chrisbrown@rayshill.com 758890
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DEANERY CONFIRMATION
SERVICE AT ST LEONARDS
CHURCH, ST LEONARDS

CURVACEOUS COOK

T

As I sit here on something like the 15th consecutive rainy day it
is hard to imagine ever wanting to eat a salad again, but I am trying
to be positive, so here are some of my favourite simple salads.

SALADS

en Confirmation Candidates from the
Wendover Deanery gathered at St
Leonards during the afternoon of
Sunday 15th July. Three from Prestwood,
two each from St Leonards and Weston
Turville; one each from Cholesbury, The
Lee and Wendover. They were joined by
their clergy, relatives and friends filling St
Leonards Church to bursting – more than
120 people!

The Bishop of Buckingham, the Rt. Revd.
Alan Wilson, conducted the service and was
assisted by Revd. David Burgess, Revd. Ivor
Cornish and the visiting clergy. "Bishop
Alan's address centred upon the theme
'Jesus' Mission for the Church'. In these
days of complex and confusing mission
statements, Jesus presents a very simple
one for the Christian Church - make
disciples, baptise them and teach them. In a
society where half the world is poor and
the other half bored, Christians must
concentrate on living life, whoever or
wherever we are, to the benefit of all, to
ask awkward questions where necessary,
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Have you tried to grow your own rocket? It is the easiest and quickest
thing I know, tastes so very much better than anything you can buy over
here, and one packet lasts ages. Just sow thinly in a row or broadcast, cover
with fine soil or potting compost, water, and 3 weeks later you will be eating. I
mix the seeds with some other cut and come again lettuces, and resow every 3 or 4 weeks, so I
have salad all the time, from a tiny plot. So, pick your rocket, or open a packet, place in a dish
and shave parmesan over the top. Sorted! This makes a good base for bruschetta, or as a
starter, perhaps with a little balsamic dressing, or just as a side salad, especially with some very
finely sliced mushrooms on top.

but always with love and understanding of
those in poor and desperate
circumstances".
Three Candidates were Baptised by their
own ministers before Confirmation took
place. The newly confirmed along with the
congregation took Communion at the end
of a most happy celebration of new life
joining the church.
Afterwards everyone gathered in the
Church Room for refreshments and a
chance to chat with Bishop Alan. Bishop
Alan was also very pleased to sign cards
and gifts given to the candidates to
celebrate the occasion. A very happy day!
Our good wishes go to all the newly
confirmed members of the Church but
especially to those of the Hilltop Villages
Madeleine Allsop and Callum Bright, St
Leonards ; Chris Young, Cholesbury and
Derek Larmour,The Lee.

Tomato and onion is a real favourite in our family, and I prepare it the Italian way. They don’t
slice the tomato, but cup it in one hand and cut chunks off. Maybe it is just my imagination, but
it does seem to have more flavour like this. Lay in a dish and finely slice some red onion and lay
on top. Ideally pull off some fresh basil leaves and rip into bits on top again, then sprinkle with
roughly ground black pepper, sea salt flakes and a bit of sugar. Splash some good olive oil over
the top and leave for at least an hour, but don’t put in the fridge. Roughly mix up and serve. If
there is some juice left over it is delicious mopped up by some fresh bread! Ideally never put
tomatoes in the fridge as it takes away their flavour, and always add a little sugar when using
them to intensify the flavour, even in Bolognese sauce etc.
Watercress and orange salad is lovely with chicken, or on its own. It is hard to get the proper
bunches of watercress these days, and I hate the gas that they pump the bags with, but get
what you can. To one bunch or bag of watercress, checked over and the yellow leaves removed
but leaving some stalk for extra pepperyness(!), add the flesh only of a large orange, sliced or
chunked, saving the juice. In a heavy frying pan, toss 3tbs pumpkin seeds with a little dark soy
sauce for a few minutes until they start to smell, then leave to cool. In the same pan toss some
almonds (I don’t peel them, but that is up to you) for a few minutes. For the dressing, whisk up
3tbs olive oil, 1 heaped tsp grainy mustard and 2 tsp red wine vinegar, plus any juice from the
orange. Mix everything together when ready to eat.
Delia’s Balsamic dressing is a favourite with us, and although she says it should be eaten
immediately, it does keep for a few days in the fridge. Crush a clove of garlic with 1/2 - 1 tsp
salt till mushy, add 1 tsp dry mustard, and lots of black pepper. Add 1 tbs balsamic vinegar, then
whisk in 4 tbs olive oil and serve.
Lulu Stephen bellingdonm@hotmail.com

Ann Horn
Churchwarden, St Leonards

(Lulu wondered whether pepperyness was a word – it seems pretty descriptive to me! Ed)
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Sally/Marcus Reynolds FARMING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .758548/758610 woodfarmmichael@lineone.net
Michael Spark PRODUCTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .758882 mjbspark@googlemail.com
Imogen Vallance SOCIETIES, DIARY, PROOFING . . .758552 imogen@ciders.fsnet.co.uk
Guy Williams SECRETARY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .758735 guyandsuewilliams@btopenworld.com
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